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The synonyms of “Tailored” are: bespoke, bespoken, tailor-made, trim

Tailored as an Adjective

Definitions of "Tailored" as an adjective

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “tailored” as an adjective can have the
following definitions:

Custom-made.
(of clothes) smart, fitted, and well cut.
(of clothing) custom-made.
Severely simple in line or design.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Tailored" as an adjective (4 Words)

bespoke Making or selling bespoke goods especially clothing.
Group tours and bespoke itineraries.

bespoken (of clothing) custom-made.
tailor-made Custom-made.

trim Of places; characterized by order and neatness; free from disorder.
A trim little villa.
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Usage Examples of "Tailored" as an adjective

A neat tailored suit.
A tailored charcoal-grey suit.
Tailored curtains.
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Associations of "Tailored" (30 Words)

adapted Changed in order to improve or made more fit for a particular purpose.
Seeds precisely adapted to the area.

aligning Causing to fall into line or into position.

alignment Arrangement in a straight line or in correct relative positions.
Four railways all on different alignments.

applicable Relevant or appropriate.
Gave applicable examples to support her argument.

apposite Being of striking appropriateness and pertinence.
The observations are apposite to the discussion.

clearly Without doubt or question.
Her ability to write clearly.

defined Clearly characterized or delimited.
Lost in a maze of words both defined and undefined.

https://grammartop.com/alignment-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/apposite-synonyms
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desirability Attractiveness to the opposite sex.
We agree on the desirability of a negotiated settlement.

egregious Remarkably good.
Egregious abuses of copyright.

especial Surpassing what is common or usual or expected.
These traditions are of especial interest to feminists.

fit Be the right size or shape fit correctly or as desired.
The landlord had not seen anyone fitting that description.

fur A coat cape or similar garment made of fur.
A long lean muscular cat with sleek fur.

hairdressing The occupation of cutting and styling hair.
Courses in beauty and hairdressing.

just Of an opinion or appraisal well founded justifiable.
She s just coming.

justification The action or manner of justifying a line of type or piece of text.
The justification of barbarous means by holy ends.

neat Tending to disregard specifics for the sake of convenience; facile.
Took his whiskey neat.

notably
To a remarkable degree or extent.
A diet low in animal fat protects against potentially fatal diseases notably
diabetes.

obvious Easily perceived or understood; clear, self-evident, or apparent.
Unemployment has been the most obvious cost of the recession.

particularly Uniquely or characteristically- John Knowles.
Particularly able students.

pertinence Relevance by virtue of being applicable to the matter at hand.

proper Thoroughly.
Proper manners.

propriety The details or rules of behaviour conventionally considered to be correct.
They questioned the propriety of certain investments made by the council.

rearrange Change (the position, time, or order of something.
Rearrange the furniture in my room.

shave The act of removing hair with a razor.
They shaved profit margins.

shear Cut or cut through with shears.
Shear sheep.

https://grammartop.com/just-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/justification-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/notably-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/particularly-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/propriety-synonyms
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special
A person assigned to a special duty a special constable or special
correspondent.
The special features of a computer.

specially For a special purpose.
A new coat and hat bought specially.

specifically
In distinction from others.
Censorship or more specifically the banning of books is a threat to the
freedom of speech.

trim
Adjust the balance of a ship or aircraft by rearranging its cargo or by means
of its trim tabs.
Trim lumber.

whittle Cut small bits or pare shavings from.
The shortlist of fifteen was whittled down to five.

https://grammartop.com/specially-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/specifically-synonyms

